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Abstract 
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❑ It is possible to design a relationship between 
populism and central bank independence (CBI)? 

❑ Yes, given three key assumptions:

❑ Heterogeneous voters 

❑ Populist policy = myopic and redistributive action  

❑ CBI = central banker as a long sighted player 



Motivation (FT,  November, 2019) 
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Motivation (FT, July, 2019)  



Motivation (FT, June, 2019)  
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Motivation (WSJ, March, 2019)  
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Motivation (FT, December, 2018) 
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CBI:  Motivation (1/2) 
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❑ Given the state of the art in the literature on the 
relationships between governments and central banks 
(CBI):

❑ Five Research Questions:

❑ 1) Which is the difference between politicians and 
populists?

❑ Answer: populist = politician (myopic player) with a 
redistributive aim  

❑ 2) Which is the difference between de jure and de facto 
CBI?

❑ Answer: political pressure = demand for CBI reform



CBI:  Motivation (2/2) 
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❑ Given the state of the art in the literature on the 
relationships between governments and central banks 
(CBI):

❑ Research Questions:

❑ 3) Via CBI how many economic policies can be  influenced?

❑ Answer: Three policies: monetary, fiscal and banking 
policies 

❑ 4) Via CBI how many macro outcomes can be influenced?

❑ Answer: Growth, Inflation, Fiscal and Financial Outcomes 

❑ 5) Which are the effects of assuming heterogeneity instead 
of homogeneity among citizens (voters)?

❑ Answer: Political Pressure is more likely to occur 



Populism: Motivation
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❑ Two Research Questions , given the debate on:

❑ 2) Economics vs Culture as Drivers of Populism: Can  
an economic shock be relevant in explain Populism? 

❑ Answer: Yes , when a Balance Sheet Recession 
occurs and the voters are heterogeneous 

❑ 3) Populism and Institutions: How to explain a 
Populist Pressure against the Monetary Veto Player, 
i.e. the Central Bank? 

❑ Answer: when the majority of citizens dislike a long 
sighted monetary policy 

❑ Before to go ahead, three  key clarifications   …



Macro Shock: Balance Sheet Recession Risk  
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❑ Economic Hardship 
= Balance Sheet 
Recession (BSR) Risk 

❑ Economically Painful:  
the BSRs   are  most 
prolonged and 
painful  (Jorda et al. 
2015) 

❑ Politically Risky: the 
BSRs are more like 
to produce political 
polarization and 
government 
instability (Funke
2015) Source: Jorda et al. 2015



Populism and Economic Policies    
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❑ Populism appears to be characterized by two main properties 
(Guiso et al. 2017, Rovira Kaltwasser 2018):

❑ 1) the claim that they protect the people from the elite = 
Protection Bias

❑ 2) pandering certain demand conditions,  disregarding  future 
consequences = Concealing Bias

❑ Translating from political analysis to economics: 

❑ Assumption: Protection = Redistribution; Concealing = Short 
Termism
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❑ Given the  general debate on:

❑ 3) Populists vs Veto Players:

❑ In general “populism maintains a difficult relationship 
with liberal democracy (…) as characterized by the 
existence of autonomous institutions that are neither 
directly controlled nor directly elected by “the people” “ 
(Rovira Kaltwasser 2018)

❑ This is why populist forces are inclined to enact reform 
that allow them to get rid of the so called checks and 
balances as well as to exercise direct control over 
autonomous institutions” “ (Rovira Kaltwasser 2018)

❑ And in particular …

Populism and Veto Players     
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❑ Given the debate on:3a) Populists vs  Monetary Veto 
Players: “with their PhDs, exclusive jargon, and 
secretive meetings in far-flung places like Basel and 
Jackson Hole, central bankers are the quintessential 
rootless global elite that populist nationalist love to 
hate” (Rajan 2017)

❑ The narratives of central bankers seem to sketch them 
out as a natural target for populist policies

❑ Populists dislike monetary dominance (Edwards 2019)

Populism and Monetary Veto Players     



Presentation Setup 
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❑ The State of the Art (NO) 

❑ The Framework: Populists, CBI, economic policies  

❑ Conclusion



The Framework: A Macro Crisis and Four Players    
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❑ Theoretical Framework: 

❑ A  model that mimics an economy in which a systemic banking 
shock can occur

❑ The policymakers have design a policy involving banking, fiscal 
and monetary aspects aimed at minimizing the spillover effect of 
such a shock into the real sector

❑ Given the time schedule: 

❑ The players: 1) banks, 2) government, 3) central bank 4)
citizens , with their human and financial assets 

0 Safe and sound banking              1 Systemic crisis: Banking, debt 2 Fiscal policy, labour markets,
and monetary policies                         consumption and growth

I I I
NORMAL TIMES EXTRAORDINARY TIMES NEW NORMAL



Normal Times: Banks and Banking Policy  1/3     
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❑ The sequence of events is as follows: 

❑ At t=0, banks engage in business with some level of 
risk (normal times).

❑ The outcome of these activities determines the 
extent to which the bank’s risk profile is safe and 
sound. Without a bank crisis, no policy trade offs have 
to be addressed

❑ In normal times, a banking crisis – with its probability        
- can occur if the bank is unable to meet its 
obligations

❑ The bank chooses the risk profile r that maximizes its 
own expected equity value, also the bailout likelihood 
β into account: 

❑ Given uncertainty, an endogenous lever is the 
banking policy 

( ( ))p r 

)(rp



Extraordinary  Times: Government, Banking and 
Fiscal Policy   2/3     
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❑ At t=1, bank failures can occur and, consequently, the 
policymakers has to design their strategy 
(extraordinary times)

❑ The public policy involves two government decisions,
given the central bank decision (monetary 
dominance):

❑ One regarding the banking policy β (i.e. the degree 
of the bail-out) 

❑ and another regarding the corresponding fiscal policy 
 to finance the bailout via bond issuing 

❑ taking into account the monetary policy – i.e. the  
debt monetization δ - that depends on the central 
bank decisions 

❑ In other words ..



Extraordinary Times: The Government Trade 
Off: Debt/Tax or Banking Instability?  (2/3)      
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❑ When a bank fails, the government faces a trade-off: let 
the bank fail - no debt/tax distortion - or rescue it by 
injecting new capital – no  banking externalities, which 
hit the citizens

❑ In the latter case, the government issues public debt for 
the amount of the bailout 

❑ Public bonds can be purchased by either citizens or the 
central bank

❑ The central bank’s purchases represent the  
monetization δ

❑ Regarding the central bank we assume that its monetary 
choices  are independent
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❑ The central bank decides the debt monetization δ
independently from the government, taking into 
account all the  consequences:

❑ tax distortions η,  including the banking externalities

❑ financial effects, proxied via the interest rate i

❑ monetary instability externalities φ

❑

❑ Why? 1) The central bank is a LT player – given its 
institutional setting – and 2)  the central banker 
knows that the MP action can have conventional and 
unconventional effects …

( )

1 ( )

i 
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Extraordinary Times: The Central Bank and its 
Monetary Policy   (2/3)      



The Redistributive Effects (3D) of Monetary Policy      
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❑ The “3 D” effects:

❑ The directional effect captures the impact of 
public policy on a certain sector, for example 
the banking industry (ZIRP/NIRP), or the 
corporate sector (QE); 

❑ The distributional effect results from 
changes in interest rates (ZIRP/NIRP,QE, 
FG)

❑ The duration effect measures the monetary 
policy’s effect on overall public-sector 
liabilities. More  monetization = less 
duration (ZIRP/NIRP) = more monetary 
instability 

❑ In our framework …

Policy Effect

ZIRP/NIRP

QE

DIRECTIONAL 

ZIRP/NIRP

QE

FG

DISTRIBUTIONAL

ZIRP/NIRP

QE

DURATION



The Redistributive Effects and the 3 Economic 
Policies       
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❑ The “3 D” effects (Goodhart and Lastra
2018):

❑ The directional effect captures the impact of 
public policy on a certain sector = the 
banking industry;  here it  depends on the  
banking policy choices

❑ The distributional effect results from changes 
in interest rates; here it  depends on the  
fiscal policy choices

❑ The duration effect measures the monetary 
policy’s effect on overall public-sector 
liabilities. More  monetization = less duration 
= more monetary instability; here it  
depends on the  monetary policy choices

Policy Effect

BANKING 
POLICY
BAIL 
OUT:
Y VS N

DIRECTIONAL 

FISCAL 
POLICY
DEBT VS 
TAX = i

DISTRIBUTIONAL

MONETA
RY 
POLICY 
DEBT 
MONETIZ
ATION

DURATION



Note: Monetary Policy and 3 Redistribution 
Channels        
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❑ Monetary policy action generates  3 
redistribution channels  (Auclert 2019):

❑ The Fisher effect captures the different 
impact of (un)expected inflation 

❑ The Interest Rate Exposure  effect results 
from changes in interest rates 
(=distributional effect in the above 
taxonomy)

❑ The Earning Heterogeneity effect measures 
the monetary policy’s effect on labour and 
profit earnings 

Channel OUR MODEL

FISHER 
EFFECT 

monetary
instability 
sensibility = 
homogeneous 

INTEREST 
RATE 
EXPOSURE

Financial assets = 
HETEROGENOUS 

EARNING 
HETEROG
ENEITY
EFFECT 

Labour income = 
homogeneous 



The Optimal Monetary Policy       
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❑ Being  the central bank a LT player,  she/he acts as 

❑ A social planner, that simultaneously sets the  policy 
strategy, in order to maximize the social-welfare 
function

❑ The optimal level of monetization increases: a) if 
tax-distortion risk is high, b) if the cost of debt 
servicing i is high and c) if the monetary-instability 
costs φ are low

( )
*

1 ( )
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❑ At t=2 (“new normal” times)

❑ the government introduces an income tax to repay 
debt and interest 

❑ The citizens make decisions about labour, 
consumption and income given the tax, as well as the 
values of the financial assets – banking assets and 
bonds – and the monetary instability externalities 

❑ If the citizens are homogeneous – as in the traditional
macroeconomic framework – the optimal monetary 
policy is the social optimal one

❑ i.e. no pressure to change the actual CBI 

New Normal Times: Citizens and Policies (2/3)      



But: Citizen Heterogeneity can Matters and …     
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❑ But: if the policies trigger heterogeneous effects on 
the citizens, different individuals will have different 
views regarding those policies

❑ This is crucial as long as the citizens’ preferences are 
relevant in the political process

❑ Therefore, the preferred policy is not mechanically 
equal to the socially optimal one

❑ Which Heterogeneity? Our framework  focuses on 
heterogeneity among citizens in terms of financial 
inequality



… Citizens are Voters   
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❑ The redistributive effects are a relevant issue as long 
as the policies are chosen through the political 
process - i.e. when the citizens are voters 

❑ In the framework we consider majority voting with 
voter preferences that are associated with the 
financial wealth distribution

❑ In general, the median voter’s preferences and, 
consequently, the features of his or her financial 
portfolio will determine the actual overall equilibrium



Then: Voting on Monetary Policy we can have  …       
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❑ In general the monetization level chosen by the
majority of voters will be:

❑ Therefore it is possible that:

❑ And then …

^
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= −
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…   Political Pressure      
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❑ The more the politicians in charge accommodate the
demand for a level of monetization that differs
from the socially optimal level , the more a political
pressure will be likely to be in action

^



*
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The Populist Pressure         
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❑ Under which conditions a populist policy can occur? 

❑ We  define as populist any policy that guarantees short-term 
protection, without regard for long-term fiscal or monetary 
distortions

❑ i.e. a policy which is at the same time redistributive and myopic

❑ Note: In Guzzo and Velasco  (1999) and Lippi (2002)  a 
populistic monetary policy is just myopic.

❑ Then, we can identify  a populist policy …



Populistic Monetary Policy 
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❑ An inefficient populist policy arises when the majority of 
citizens are unsophisticated investors – more deposits, less bond 
- who are on top indifferent with respect to the risk of monetary 
instability 

^

* 
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Populism and Central Banking        
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❑ Therefore the  populist policy will promote a more 
accommodative monetary policy, challenging the existing CBI

❑ In general it is worth noting that: 

❑ This outcome endogenously produces  the other definition of 
populist, 

❑ i.e.  that  identify as populist a politician who seeks to remove 
the checks and balances generally applied in a democratic state 
– as the CBI - in order to fulfil promises made during the 
election campaign

^

* 



Conclusion  (1/3)        
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❑ We showed that in a country with heterogeneous 
citizens a macro shock can produce monetary policy 
preferences which are different from the optimal
ones, which are implemented when the central bank 
is a LT player. 

❑ In such an environment, populist politicians who 
champion short-term protection policies in favour of a 
majority of unsophisticated voters can find consensus 
for a more accommodative  monetary policy

❑ Challenging the existing level of CBI



Conclusion (2/3)          
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❑ Further  steps: 

❑ Empirical Analysis: Financial Features, Political 
Preferences  and Policy Choices 

❑ Political Pressure and de facto  CBI: Promising metrics  
but to be handled with care (Type I and Type II error 
risks)

❑ Rationale: if the ICB is a long run (LT) player: if                              

then the Govn’t is a SR (SR) player 

❑ But ..

^

* −



Conclusion (3/3)          
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❑ But ..

❑ Type I error: false positive, when              but  the CB 
is a SR player and the Govn’t is a LT player or a SR 
player with different preferences 

❑ Type II error: false negative but both the 
actors  are ST actors with equal preferences              

^

* −

^

* =
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Thanks for your attention!           


